TRIGGER LOCK

PRESS TRIGGER LOCK ON LEFT SIDE TO LOCK.

PRESS TRIGGER LOCK ON RIGHT SIDE TO UNLOCK.

ALWAYS PUT THE TRIGGER LOCK IN LOCKED POSITION WHEN BLASTER IS NOT IN USE AND WHEN STORING BLASTER.
**LOAD**

1. Move magazine slide all the way back.

2. Load 10 rounds into each chamber.

3. Move magazine slide all the way forward.

**SINGLE FIRE**

1. Press trigger lock on one side to unlock trigger.

2. Move pump handle all the way back and all the way forward to prime it. Ready indicator will appear on the side of the blaster. Blaster will not fire if ready indicator is not visible.

**SLAM FIRE**

1. Hold trigger down and keep moving the slide all the way back and all the way forward to fire all 30 rounds quickly.